The concomitant epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation and anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) translocations in lung adenocancers are a very rare scenario. Until now, forty two cases described in the literature have all been treated by different drugs. There is no overall consensus regarding the treatment for this adenocarcinoma subgroup.
INTRODUCTİON
Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) comprise 85% of all the lung cancers and most of them show adenocarcinoma histology (1) . Pre-treatment detection of epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) and the anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) mutations is of importance regarding obtaining a significantly better clinical response with tyrosine kinase inhibitors compared to conventional chemotherapy drugs (2) . EGFR and ALK mutations are seen simultaneously very rarely, however they are reported in considerable numbers in case series and studies such as 11.8-15.8% (3) and there is no full consensus regarding the treatment for adenocarcinoma subgroup. In this paper, we present a female with lung adenocarcinoma patient with EGFR and ALK dual mutations and no response to crizotinib treatment.
CASE REPORT
Female patient, age 64, admitted to the neurosurgery department in May 2014 with lower back pain complaints extending to legs which existed for 5-6 months. In the patient's past medical history, it was determined that the patient worked in the tobacco rolling department at a tobacco factory for 20 years, had no additional comorbid diseases and never smoked, and in her family history her father died of lung cancer.
In the examination of the patient, right sciatica, 5/4 paresis in the right big toe dorsiflexion, ++/+ decrease in the deep tendon reflexes were determined. In the thoracal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination, 55X47X50 mm lesion at T9-10-11 levels in expansile structure, extending to spinal canal in posterior and contacting with spinal cord from left anterior and a 23X16X30 mm mass at the right upper lung lobe apicoposterior located close to pleura with irregular contours at T2-3-4 levels.
Due to spinal compression signs, radical mass resection and stabilization operations
were applied to the patient. Pathological examination of the resected mass was reported as malign epithelial tumor metastasis, pancytokeratin (+), vimentin focal (+), TTF-1 (+) and P53 (+), and lung cancer was considered as the primary tumor. Pathological examination of trucut biopsy taken from 23X16X30 mm mass at the right upper lung lobe apicoposterior located close to pleura was detected as non-small cell lung cancer related with adenocarcinoma and tumor material was taken to examination for EFGR and ALK tests.
Awaiting the results of these tests, cisplatin-docetaxel treatment was inititated to the patience with adenocarcinoma diagnosis. Patient's response to treatment was detected as "progression" following the two cycles of application. In the genetic analysis of the mass located in the lungs; codon 858 mutation was detected at exon 21 with EGFR pyrosekans method ( Fig. 1 ). ALK was determined with FISH method; break apart signals were observed in 15% of the cells and ALK rearrengement was accepted as positive ( Fig. 2A ). ROS1 could not be conducted as the tumor is not in adequate amount for DNA testing.
With these findings, the crizotinib was initiated. In the response evaluation following the 3 months treatment which was highly tolerable with clinical improvements, it was determined that the mass in the right lung showed progress, however no recurrence was detected on material from T10 localized soft tissue metastasis. In the brain MRI carried out for the patient's headache complaints, multiple parenchymal metastases were detected. Due to the severe deterioration of patient's general condition and performance and becoming bedridden due to neurological findings during and following the palliative RT treatment, no treatment could be applied except support treatments and the patient was lost due to aspiration pneumonia.
Regarding the reason of crizotinib resistance; in the retrospective genetic examination carried out on material from T10 localized soft tissue metastasis, codon 858 mutation was Simultaneous Occurrence of EGFR Mutation and ALK Translocation 4 detected in exon 21 with real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Cobas® 4800 System) method and no ALK and ROS1 rearrangements were detected with FISH method ( Fig. 2B and   2C ).
DISCUSSION
In non-small cell lung cancer, especially the results obtained as a result of genetic and molecular studies in the adenocarcinoma subgroup, showed the necessity of personalized treatment depending on the presence of driver mutations detected in tumors. The most common driver mutations seen in NSCLC are EGFR, BRAF, KRAS, MET, HER2, ALK and ROS1 (4, 5) and tyrosine kinase inhibitor drugs are used in the treatment in EGFR and ALK mutations.
EFGR mutation, with racial differences, are seen in 10-35% of all patients (6) . In the presence of EFGR mutation, the percentage of response to treatment with EFGR-TKI is known to be 70%. EFGR mutation is mostly seen in non-smoking, female individuals with adenocarcinoma histology. The most common EGFR mutations are exon 19 deletion and exon 21 L858R mutation. EGFR exon 20 insertions or T790M mutation indicate the patients that show resistance to TKI treatment (7) . Echinoderm microtubule associated protein like 4anaplastic lymphoma kinase (EML4-ALK) translocation found in 2007 are detected in 5% of NSCLCs (8) .
Patients with such mutations are generally young, with few or no smoking habits and show no EFGR and KRAS mutations. Also, in the presence of ALK mutation, resistance was reported to EGFR specific TKI treatment (9) . Crizotinib is the first FDA-approved ALK-TKI and the response rate to crizotinib treatment in NSCLC patients in the presence of ALK mutation was detected as 50-61% (10). c-ros onkogen 1 (ROS1) is an oncogene that encodes a tyrosine kinase receptor and its ROS1 rearrangement in NSCLC was found in 2007. ROS1 was reported positive in 0.7-1.7% of all the patients. ALK-TKI crizotinib, show high response ratios such as 72-80% in ROS1 rearranged NSCLC patients (11) . ROS1 can be evaluated as an indicator of response to crizotinib treatment.
One case presented as a case study in the recent years is the simultaneous occurrence of EGFR mutation and ALK translocation. Approximately 42 cases were reported in the literature (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) , and no common property could be determined regarding ALK rearrangements (variant 1-11), while, in terms of EGFR, it is seen that the majority of the cases has EGFR exon 19 mutation (the second most common is the exon 21 mutation). In our case, EGFR exon 21 mutation was detected together with ALK mutation in primary lung mass.
In only 24 of the 42 cases reported in the literature were the EGFR and ALK dual mutation cases with no systemic treatment, in other words, in naive tumor. The remaining 18 cases were either recurrence or EGFR and ALK dual mutations in samples taken from lymph node metastasis developed following chemotherapy or tyrosine kinase treatment. Tiseo et al., in the material obtained from surgical recession following the chemotherapy application, reported a case with mutant EGFR in primary mass and lymph node metastasis, negative in primary lung mass and positive in lymph node metastasis (13) . In our case, ALK was positive in the primary mass.
While the effect of chemotherapy applied on the detection of ALK rearrangement in lymph node metastasis is unknown, the effect of mutations in tumor cells resistant to chemotherapy is possible. In some cases (14, 15) it was reported that ALK was not mutant in the primary mass whereas it became mutant in samples taken as as result of progression under the applied treatments, or it was mutant in the primary mass and no mutations were detected after crizotinib treatment. Additionally, Bai et al. showed that chemotherapy can affect the Simultaneous Occurrence of EGFR Mutation and ALK Translocation 6 EFGR mutation status in the tissue and blood (16) . Similarly, in the case reported by Sun et al., EFGR mutation before the mutation was positive in the pre-treatment period, while EGFR was wild-type in recurrence material developed after erlotinib treatment and ALK rearrangement was positive (17) . On the contrary, in the case reported by Baldi et al., in both naive tumor and the re-biopsy material taken from the recurrent mass following chemotherapy and erlotinib treatments EFGR and ALK was detected mutant (18) . As is the case in our patient, this is case that is reported for the first time in which ALK is mutant in the primary mass and ''rearrangement negative'' while the ALK status in both the primary lung mass and its metastasis and EGFR is mutant in both materials before the application of any systemic treatment. EFGR/ALK results in our case is of importance in terms of showing the status before the application of any systemic treatment.
Due to having no response to crizotinib treatment in our case, ALK was detected negative in the (retrospective) examination we conducted in the metastasis material of the tumor. This can be evaluated as the dominant mutation is not ALK in the tumor and EGFR is the dominant tumor as it is determined to be mutant in both materials as the primary tumor and metastasis. As reported in the study by Sasaki et al. (19) , EGFR signalization and EGFR mutation activation can be a mechanism responsible for crizotinib resistance. Due to the multiple brain metastasis and the progression in the primary lung mass in our patient following a 3 months crizotinib treatment, re-biopsy couldn't be performed as the the general condition of the patient wasn't suitable and thus genetic studies related to crizotinib resistance could not be conducted.
Additionally, we evaluate the inability to perform ROS1 in primary mass due to material insufficiency as a major shortcoming and we would like to emphasize the importance of competency of the samples taken from the samples for diagnosis for the conduction of these examinations. Based on the necessity of evaluations of the patient for other mutations (including KRAS, BRAF, HER2) as well as ROS1 for decision making in clinical practice for the further stages of treatment, appropriate standardization of diagnostic materials that will allow performing these tests is considered a critical point. Regarding the treatment that will be applied on the subjects with EGFR and ALK dual mutants, there is no clear conclusion available according to the reproted cases. Won et al., in their study, reported that, in 14 dual mutant NSCLC patients EGFR-TKI was ineffective while ALK inhibitor was effective (20) .
There were also studies reporting cases with objective responses to EGFR-TKI treatment (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . A three year long stability was maintained with erlotinib in the case reported by Baldi et al., (28) . In the case reported by Tanaka et al., EGFR was detected in the rebiopsy material taken after chemotherapy, erlotinib was initiated and positive ALK was determined in the second rebiopsy material taken from the patient who showed progression after 1 month use (29) . taking ALK mutation responsible exclusively for erlotinib resistance would not entirely reflect the truth. In a study supporting our views in the literature, in a patient who received erlotinib treatment although EGFR was not detected, a stable disease response was received for 15 months and ALK was determined mutant in the pre-erlotinib tumor material in the retrospective tumor material examination (27) . Also, in the case reported by Baldi et al., in which a stable response was received for 3 years, ALK was detected mutant before and after erlotinib (28) .
This difference detected regarding ALK in the primary tumor mass and its soft tissue metastasis, as is in our case, actually, reveals the difficulty of lung cancer treatment and the the cause of failures in the treatment. This situation we detected can be reflecting the status which was described as tumor heterogeneity and therefore we abstain from the opinion by Baldi et al. regarding the simultaneous presence of EGFR and ALK in the same tumor cell.
As we detected in our case (EGFR exon 21 mutation and ALK rearrangement in the primary tumor, EGFR exon 21 mutation in metastasis material, however no ALK rearrangement) there are different tumor clones with different genetic properties in the tumor.
The role of mutations that became dominant or newly added under the treatment which actually develop due to tumor heterogeneity should be examined as the underlying factor beneath the nonresponse to treatment which we interpret as EGFR-TKI or ALK-TKI resistance. Examination of ROS1 mutation must be used as an indicator in the chose of the crizotinib treatment. As is the case in many patients; treatment determined according to the genetic properties of the tumor is not fully effective due to the differences in the genetic properties of tumor cells in metastasis regions and possibly in the circulation.
Due to both the high cost of the tests that determine the mutation and the social, ethical and financial challenges in sampling in primary tumor and metastasis taken from the patient, determination of the treatment in lung cancer is a great challenge. At this point, determination of genetic properties in circulating tumor cells and simultaneous treatment for all present mutations can be important. Our purpose in presenting this case is to bring a new perspective to our clinical practices. Because, depending on the possibility of different EGFR and ALK states in the primary mass and its metastasis in our presented case, we believe that if we conducted the EGFR/ALK examination before the initiation of crizotinib treatment our choice of treatment would be EGFR-TKI and we would have obtained long term remission responses similar to those in the literature.
Considering the long term treatment responses in dual mutant patients with EGFR-TKI treatments; the hypothesis of "resistance to EGFR-TKI in the presence of positive ALK" (30, 31) in patients with simultaneous positive EGFR and ALK, at least, is seemingly not valid for all patients. In the light of studies showing that ALK mutation is not responsible for the resistance to EFGR-TKI, in an evaluation with the cases in the literature; we believe that EGFR-TKI can be initiated to EGFR (except exon 20 insertions or T790M mutation) and ALK dual mutant patients as the first treatment. Also, we believe that combined use of EGFR-TKI and ALK-TKI would at least increase the chance of success in patients with dual mutant.
Considering the difficulty of re-biopsies that will be applied to the patients, we assume that the determination of dominant mutation according to the examination of circulating tumor cells and the determination of the treatment priorities accordingly can be a strategy. We believe that a whole genetic analyses of dual mutant patients with long term responses to EGFR-TKI with collaborative studies can improve our knowledge on this subject. There is need further investigation in this regard.
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